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Nissei Plastic Industrial Co. 
Ltd signs to acquire a 
majority stake in Negri Bossi 
S.p.A.

Nissei Plastic Industrial is a Japanese 
company, listed on the Tokyo Stock 
Exchange, engaged in the manufacture 
and sale of injection moulding machines, 
peripherical equipment, parts and dies. 

By acquiring a stake in Negri Bossi back in 
January 2020, Nissei began expanding and 
strengthening its business domain in the 
injection moulding machine field. The 
combination of Nissei’s injection 
moulding machines and Negri Bossi’s
injection moulding technology is 
expected to expand each product 
portfolio and provide a comprehensive 
solution to a wide customer segment. 
Nissei are also utilizing the R&D and sales 
capabilities of Negri Bossi to expand 
Nissei’s strengths in small and medium 
electric injection moulding machines.

“Negri Bossi is a well-established injection 
moulding machine manufacturer in Italy 
with more than 70 years of history, and 
this acquisition will enable respective 
business enhancement based on a 
reciprocally complementing relationship 
by geographical and product type 
perspective. Consolidated sales of the 
Nissei group will hit approximately 50 
billion Japanese yen (€420 million). In 
addition to the integration of production, 
sales and service, we will be able to 
achieve further growth through global 
marketing” Mr Yoda, President and 
Representative Director of Nissei said.

Welcome to the latest edition 
of Negri Bossi News
First of all welcome to our 2021 Newsletter and a 

happy new year.

To say the least 2020 was a year to remember not 

necessarily for the best reasons. From a business 

point of view it was also a strange year with the 

start being very active and promising.

Then Q2 came along with the first lockdown and 

made companies re-evaluate what was needed to 

operate and get through this period. As the year 

progressed we saw some sectors starting to 

increase production either through new additional 

work or increased volume required with original 

customers and in turn we received strong enquires 

from companies looking at bringing work back into 

the UK and a number of new start-ups, which is 

always good to see.

So 2020 for Negri Bossi turned out a positive year, 

resulting in new orders being placed and many 

great opportunities. The robotics side of the 

business also saw good growth especially in 

downstream automation projects.

I would also like to thank everyone at Negri Bossi 

who worked through the difficult times supporting 

our customers and thank the customers for 

supporting us.

2021. We were hoping for the positive trend to 

continue but given the latest lock down 

announcement we may just slow a little but  we 

need to stay positive again and I’m sure we will get 

over this next  hurdle. Hopefully Interplas will go 

ahead as we have a range of new products to 

display and hopefully the show will give a positive 

message to the industry.

Anyhow enough from me. I just want to wish 

everyone a Happy New Year and lets all stay safe.

Alan Dodds
General Manager 

Protool Group MD, Michael 
Hadfield talks about Re-
Shoring back to the UK

Coming soon

Del Thorburn, Mould 
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importance of Melt Quality 
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HUSQVARNA focus on consistent melt 
quality and energy savings to achieve 
superior parts while reducing its 
carbon footprint

As injection moulding engineers we know that the 
melt quality produced by an injection unit comprising 
of a reciprocating screw and heated barrel is 
paramount if defect free mouldings are to be realised. 
Poor melt preparation results in a variety of cosmetic 
issues including flow lines and bloom. At Newton 
Aycliffe based Husqvarna these problems were a 
common occurrence requiring regular setter 
intervention. 

Del Thorburn, Production Manager explains, “Back in 
2013/14 we suffered a lot from cosmetic defects on 
our moulded parts and scrap rates particularly on high 
gloss components fitted to products like our 
Automower 450X was in the region of 7-8%. In 2015 
Husqvarna were introduced to the eVECTOR range of 
energy efficient injection moulding machines from 
Italian producer Negri Bossi. The first time I heard 
about this machine was in 2014. It was different to 
other brands in that it claimed to be highly efficient in 
terms of energy usage and also very repeatable due to 
its electric screw drive system. Husqvarna were keen 
to try the machine and test the injection unit on some 
of its more challenging parts”

In 2015 Negri Bossi installed the first eVECTOR 1100T 
into its Newton Aycliffe plant.  “Instantly we saw 
better results in terms of lower energy usage, 
improved process control and importantly we saw a 
reduction in cosmetic faults in the region of 2%.
Cosmetic faults like bloom and flow lines are 
commonly attributed to poor melt preparation.

Del Thorburn, Mould Technical Manager at Husqvarna 
talks about the importance of Melt Quality.

It was clear that the Negri Bossi eVECTOR’s electric screw drive 
was delivering a more consistent melt and this was 
contributing significantly to reducing our scrap rates on these 
parts”.

Del continues, “Husqvarna decided to challenge Negri Bossi 
further and moved one of our more demanding products onto 
the eVECTOR 1100T platform. The Automower top deck is 
produced in high gloss black ASA. If the moulding process is not 
optimal and the melt preparation is not right we get flow lines 
and bloom, reject levels can be high. Negri Bossi were keen to 
team up with Husqvarna and our material supplier to see how 
good the machine could perform when fully optimised. Our 
Development Manager, Gary Blenkinsop and his team met 
with engineers from Negri Bossi on several occasions. Negri 
were more than happy to provide technical support on site and 
shared information with our material supplier on screw design 
and process knowledge. The level of support we got from Negri 
Bossi was beyond what I had experienced before”.

“Over a period of 8 weeks the whole team worked on process 
optimisation with a particular focus on temperatures around 
the feed throat of the machine and the impact that an increase 
or decrease in temperature had on screw rotation speed 
consistence. Various combinations were tested and screw 
rotation speeds were measured and optimised. At the end of 
the mould trials plasticising time was very consistent. We 
could maintain a very accurate screw RPM from start to finish. 
Cushion accuracy had always been a problem on our older 
machines with inconsistent screw back times evident. The 
eVECTOR’s electric screw drive unit solved this problem. Scrap 
rates due to cosmetic faults fell to 3% an improvement of over 
5% compared to 2013”.

When it comes to the environment Husqvarna are fully 
committed to reducing their carbon footprint by investing in 
highly efficient technologies. The Negri Bossi machines ticked 
all the boxes here too. The utilisation of low energy pumps 
and electric screw drive lead to significant savings in energy 
usage and thus played a major part in the company achieving 
ISO 50001 Energy Management Standard.    

Del continues, “Husqvarna Newton Aycliffe now have 13 Negri 
Bossi machines in the tonnage range 110T – 1100T. We have 
continued to see our scrap rates and energy costs reduce since 
we started running Negri Bossi machines. For 2020 scrap rates 
are currently at 1.1% of production. Our latest 800T eVECTOR
is performing very well indeed. In my opinion Negri Bossi are 
punching well above their weight with their 800T and 1100T 
machines. The combination of barrel and screw design, high 
energy efficiency, together with Negri Bossi’s willingness to be 
there with us on the machine helping us to make choices is 
why we continue to buy Negri Bossi – World Class”.

Husqvarna Automower 450X
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CUSTOMER SUPPORT
Gordon Warren and Ian Thorpe talk about 
supporting our customers in the field

Gordon Warren, Spares Manager

How long have you been at Negri Bossi Gordon?
“I joined Negri Bossi in 2005 so that’s 15 years now. I got 
into plastics back in 1983 with another manufacturer and 
stayed with it ever since.” 

How many people work in your team?
“Along with myself I have Jamie who has been at Negri 
Bossi for 6 years now.”
I guess you are kept busy 
in your role?
“For sure, but that’s 
because we are committed 
to keeping our Customers 
machines running. When 
we process a spares order 
we are always looking to 
get the parts out for next 
day delivery. Its been 
drummed into me over the 
years that responding to a 
Customer call or email is a 
priority so we try to get 
back to people as soon as 
possible. 

The spares department prides itself on delivering good 
service efficiently and quickly so customers come back for 
more machines next time.”
How was 2020 for you and the team?
“2020 has been tough for many not only us. However we 
worked right through the lockdown as our customers 
needed us there should problems occurr. As we hold 
around £700,000 of spares here in Rugby I think its fair to 
say that we did a good job and I know our customers 
appreciated us being available for them when needed.”
What do you think Customers value most? 
“Its got to be the speed of response firstly. Secondly we 
always try to find a cost efficient way of solving a problem 
such as offering a repair or refurbishment service where 
possible.”

Ian Thorpe, Service Manager

How long have you been at Negri Bossi Ian?
“A long time to be honest. Its 26 years if we are counting. Yes I 
remember joining Negri Bossi back in 1994.” 

How many people work in your team?
“Let me think, ok yes, we have 5 field based service engineers, 
Pete, Simon, Ian, Rory and Dean, then there is Sarah who is 
responsible for the day to day management of our service plan 
scheme, Andy is on the help line taking incoming service calls 
most of the time and then there is myself. I run the department, 
take service calls, manage the interface between service 
engineers and NB Italy where technical enquiries need 
researching and then I support the sales team again in a 
technical role.”
How was 2020 for you and the 
team?
“To my knowledge we didn’t let 
anybody down. We worked 
through the lockdown but when 
it got really quiet we furloughed 
a few staff. As more of our 
customers came out of lockdown 
we began to bring people back 
and have been at full strength 
now for over 3 months”
What do you think Customers 
value most?
“When customers choose Negri 
Bossi machines I like to think its 
because they have faith in the
whole team here. My team and I are always trying to do our 
best and I believe we really do deliver great support. I want our 
customers to have confidence in us and to come back to us for 
future machines. Sometimes we have problems but we always 
focus on the problem first and try to find a solution quickly. 
Then we put plans in place to prevent future problems occurring 
where possible.” 
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The Protool Plastics Group push 
forward with expansion plan.
Despite the current global uncertainty, 
Fareham & Manchester based injection 
moulding company Protool Plastics Group has 
completed its 2020 expansion plan.

October 2020 saw the addition of a new Negri 
Bossi Canbio 400 tonne injection moulding 
machine which continues a 35 year 
relationship between the two companies.

Group Managing Director, Michael Hadfield 
confirmed  “The whole team in Fareham are 
very excited by the addition of this new 
machine and it further shows the investment 
plans of the shareholders. Negri Bossi have 
long been the machine of choice of the team in 
our Fareham facility. I would like to thank 
Negri Bossi for their help in getting the correct 
specification machine for our needs. Not only 
are we seeing the benefits of production 
accuracy due to the latest technology but a 
significant reduction in power usage”.

Reshoring Injection Moulding to the UK, 
Michael Hadfield The Protool Plastics Group
In a year of unprecedented challenge and change, attention is 
increasingly focused on reshoring to the UK. The Protool Plastics 
Group, an ISO 9001 accredited manufacturer of injection moulded 
components and assemblies for the UK & World markets is one of 
those companies leading the way. As Managing Director Michael 
Hadfield commented, “with issues such as Brexit uncertainty, the 
Covid 19 pandemic straining global supply chains and carbon 
footprint reduction, now is the right time for companies to re-
evaluate their supply chain practices”.

Established in 1987 it has supplied technical mouldings, to the 
Personal Protective Equipment, Medical, Lighting, Communications, 
Electronics, Cosmetics & Personal Care sectors. Its flexible approach 
to manufacture means it focuses the same systems to every job, 
from 200 per year low volume products to throwaway medical 
items in the millions.

Reasons to reshore manufacturing to the UK are numerous but a 
few keys points are: 
Shorter Lead Times – customers demand more flexible production 
and the ability modify deliveries to their needs. Local manufacturing 
facilitates a more collaborative working relationship with suppliers.
Lower Stock Levels – significantly improves customer cash flow.
Import Duty & Currency Changes – UK manufacture gives long-term 
pricing stability in a constantly changing World.
Cost Reduction – aiming for cost reduction on projects compared to 
the ‘overall cost of ownership of offshore manufacture’.
Quality & Consistency – accredited to ISO9001 – 2015 with latest 
technology equipment to ensure batch repeatability.
Carbon Footprint – shorter transport, returnable packing options.
Skilled Workforce – training is instrumental to high quality.
Made in the UK – UK jobs with PAYE & NI contributions, UK 
corporation tax, contribution to UK economy, reduction of trade 
deficit.
Intellectual Property – The UK is a world leader in innovation and is 
a secure environment for the sharing of intellectual property.

Michael Hadfield Group Managing Director  
The Protool Plastics Group

QUALITY, COST, DELIVERY, MANAGEMENT

Protool Plastics Group Managing Director 
Michael Hadfield on reshoring and investments
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MEET OUR SALES TEAM 
An experienced team focused on delivering 
customer satisfaction.

Emma Williams, Sales Administrator
I joined Negri Bossi 8 years ago having spent many years within the Manufacturing
Industry in various roles. The skills acquired, of which I include parenting, have
assisted me greatly in supporting the lovely Sales Team at Negri Bossi. My
responsibilities are all encompassing, invariably 24/7, so not much time for hobbies,
though it is always a pleasure!
Phone: 07878361543

Nick Waddington, Automation Sales Manager
I have been part of the NB UK team for more than 20 years. I started my association
with Negri Bossi's subsidiary automation company Sytrama back in the mid 1980's.
With more than 40 years experience in the sales of Plastic Injection moulding
machinery, I now enjoy working with Customers to provide moulding solutions from
pick and place applications to fully automatic workstations.
Phone: 07860 259547

Ian Jobling, Northern Sales Manager
I joined Negri Bossi in July 2020 from Sumitomo Demag. I am a qualified Polymer
Engineer and an Associate Member of the Chartered Institute of Marketing. I am
responsible for Business Development activities in the Northern area. I enjoy
Motorsport and follow the F1 World Championships closely.
Phone: 07437 788979

Peter Ing, Central Sales Manager
I started my career as a Toolmaker with the Metal Box Co, moving into Project
Management and finally as Toolroom/ Business Unit Manager before leaving the
company and embarking on a career in Capital Equipment Sales working previously
for Engel, Sumitomo Demag and Moretto. I am a Chartered Engineer, with a hands
on approach bringing 40 years of experience in Processing, Applications engineering,
Automation and Project Management to the business. During my spare time I enjoy
Sailing, walking, photography and working on my various building projects.
Phone: 07884 442564

Tony Gray, Southern Sales Manager
I have been in the injection moulding industry for over 30 years, of which I was a
process technician for over 20 years .I joined Negri Bossi as a service engineer in
2012 and have recently changed position within the company to Sales where I
manage the South of England. As I am from Essex I follow Southend United, I also
like to travel and visit new countries.
Phone: 07920 469356


